5 Effective Strategies
To Increase Your
Law Firm Profits
By Karen McDonald BBus(Accy) FIPA CPA AACS
Business Systems Specialist

How to make the most of your current business income
without the need to increase revenue
plus
Ideas to implement straight away
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“Time is Money…
Waste it Now,

Pay for it Later!”
Benjamin Franklin
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Making Time More Profitable

Trading time for money is an unavoidable fact of business. The
problem with this, as we all know, is that time is a limited resource.
Lost time is a precious commodity that we can never get back.
Since time is our most limited and precious resource, it makes sense
to carefully scrutinise every aspect of what we do, in order to
optimise the results we achieve in as many ways as possible.

The purpose of this information is to inform you of how you are
potentially losing hundreds of thousands of dollars each year.
You will also be given solutions that you can implement immediately
to increase your bottom line and protect your hard earned income.
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The Problem
The most basic way to increase income is to either:

• Increase the number of clients you serve; or
• Increase the cost of service to the individual client by increasing your
rates.
Of course the problem arises that your business structure can only handle
so many clients at any one time without increasing the number of hours
per week that you work.
Trying to earn more will always come at the cost of your valuable
personal time.

Additionally, increasing your rate of charge depends on limiting factors
such as competition, reputation, visibility and much more.
Once you have reached saturation point and are at the limit of income
your current business can provide, the next option is to grow and expand
your practice.
This of course comes with the additional problems of investing more
money and taking a cut in profits for a considerable length of time
during the growth phase.
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The High Price of
Underestimating Efficiency
This is where it starts to get interesting and a little scary!
I am constantly surprised by how little emphasis business owners in law place
on this important revenue drain. The top reasons for overlooking efficiency and
making appropriate changes are:
• Underestimating the cost and the scale of inefficiency in their own business
• Lack of awareness of their costliest administration errors and the solutions
available
• Lack of time to focus on the issue due to revenue producing responsibilities.
(Please note that this can often be a costly, false economy!)
I regularly show my clients immediate, effective and relatively small changes
they can make to increase the efficiency of their practice. Small changes that
often translate into surprisingly big savings - with little or no extra time and
effort on their part.
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Strategy #1
Reduce the Cost of Interruption
As we saw earlier, hard earned revenue is being drained in seemingly small,
avoidable and unnecessary ways due to the loss of your most valuable asset
– your company’s time!
The resulting lost revenue is something I like to call
the Cost of Interruption, which can be calculated as follows:

Cost of Interruption (COI) =
Hours per Week Lost x Fee Earner Hourly Rate
How many hours a day do you unknowingly lose each week?
The resulting cost to your business may astound you!
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Here’s a Conservative Example:
Let’s say your lost administration time as a fee earner charging
$300.00 an hour is estimated to be as little as 1 hour per day.
This is calculated by adding together the increments of minutes
accumulated over the course of the day.
Therefore, the COI is calculated at a loss of revenue totalling an
astounding $78,000 per year.

That’s $78,000 per year that could be saved and
better spent on the things you want - business or
personal.
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I’m sure you could come up with a way to use the extra cash
without too much thought!
Imagine what saving even half this amount would mean to you
and your profitability.
Unfortunately, I have found that:
The larger the practice the greater it’s COI.
It may also surprise you to learn that in my experience:
Most law firms are leaking far more.

The loss of one hour per day for four fee earners or partners is an
astounding:

$276,000 in lost revenue per annum!
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You might be thinking that this is a gross exaggeration and that
there is no way that your business is losing this kind of money!
Whilst it is true that you cannot completely eliminate all the
reasons for lost time in business, it is a fact that you ARE losing
it one way or the other and it can be happening with or without
your knowledge.
Even if you were losing a fraction of this time, say 20 minutes a
day, the result is still a very significant figure.
There is only one way to find out what is really happening. First
you must take the time to evaluate your own business COI. In
order to do this, you need to identify and quantify the specific
ways your law practice is leaking profits.
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Strategy #2
Consult your Colleagues and Team
I am sure you are aware of the direct issues that affect your own
productivity on a daily basis.
However, you may be unaware of the issues your support staff are facing,
that are adversely and directly impacting on your output.

In business, certain issues may have been around for so long, that they
have now become an accepted and frustrating part of the daily routine.
Administration staff invariably have ongoing problems that they feel they
must accept and do not have the ability to control.
Not only does this lead to lower staff morale, it will be directly affecting
their routine, accuracy, output, time-management and of course, the
bottom line.
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Identifying these issues is the first step…
You can begin by asking the following questions:
1. What is the one thing you would like to change in your daily role to help you be more efficient?
2. What wastes the most time in your day? How often? How long?
3. What in your experience is the most common reason for mistakes in this practice?
4. On average how much time is lost daily fixing errors? Weekly?
5. How much time do you spend per day waiting for answers/support so you can complete your
tasks? How can this be avoided?
6. What process do you feel is more complex than it needs to be? How would you solve this?
7. What technology, system, software etc. frustrates you the most and why? Be sure to ask for
examples.
8. Do you have any suggestions to improve the efficiency of the practice overall?
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Asking these questions regularly will not only begin to highlight areas
that need to be addressed but will ultimately provide you with a clear
idea of how you can Increase your profits without the need to increase revenue…
• When was the last time you surveyed the office to identify your
efficiency problems?
• Remember, the smallest of things can add up to big dollars. Three
people losing 20 minutes a day is something you cannot afford!
• Make a time now to get an overview from your team.
• Once you have identified the issues, address each one as fully as
possible.
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**BONUS**
Keep an eye on your email….
To help you with this step, I will be sending you my highly effective
Efficiency Questionnaire and COI Time Log.
This bonus is available for you to download, use and share
immediately with your office personnel.
This document will assist in providing you with a clear picture of
what you can do, as well as identify the costliest sources of leaking
profits.
You will then be able to calculate and address your specific Cost of
Interruption.
Be prepared to be surprised!
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Strategy #3
Enlist the Help of a Trusted Expert and Save $$$
If you cannot solve the issues you discover immediately, consider enlisting
advice from a business consultant or similar expert.
It is essential that I keep up to date with the latest business solutions for
my own clients and I have found that most problems can be resolved
quickly and effectively.
Paying for advice may sound expensive and we are here to save money,
not spend more.
However, if you take a little time to find the right person, you will find that
they should initially offer advice and solutions for free in order to build a
solid and long term relationship.
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The right person can and will save you time and money, show you
effective ways of maximizing profits and quickly help you to
streamline your business practices.
They should also be able to maximize your income through law
specific income and tax strategies.
Most importantly, consultation with an industry expert can
potentially save you thousands of dollars by helping you to
implement strategies designed to limit your problems associated
with the Cost of Interruption.
Take the time to find an authority who understands the Business
of Law.
Many business consultants have general business knowledge.
Ideally, your expert will possess the majority of these skills and
experience, will save you money and cover the additional cost of
enlisting their help many times over.
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Seek out someone who has:
 Specific law industry experience and knowledge
 Knowledge that has been acquired over a demonstrably long period of time
 Broad range of qualifications in both accounting and business solutions
 An up to date, high level of expertise and understanding of technology
 Thorough knowledge of practice management software applications
 Verifiable testimonials from respected law practices
 Willingness to offer advice and support quickly and reliably as needed
 Importantly find an expert that offers a regular business review. I meet with my
clients at least annually to assess their entire business as a whole. You will find that
regular contact keeps your practice up to date and finely tuned to make the most
of your hard earned income.
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Strategy #4
Implement Time Saving Procedures
There are many ways to streamline the way your practice runs on a daily basis. Put all or some of
the following procedures into place and watch your profits increase:
 Enter time or charges as you do your client work - reducing the likelihood of missing or forgetting
charges.

 Record all time in the work day to help you:
a) See what non billable tasks are consuming your valuable time

b) Prevent omitting to charge for billable work

 Set billing budgets for staff and report their performance against the budget regularly. What
you measure you can manage.

 Provide productivity statistics to staff. Tracking on a daily/weekly/monthly basis, lets staff see how
they are developing personally, in addition to quantifying their contribution to the firm.
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 Track all costs to the specific matter when spending so you
recover all outlays for clients. – Reduces wasted time at the end
of the matter trawling through paper records to check for outlays;
or worse still the client doesn’t pay for them.

 Keep all your files in softcopy so you don’t have to search
every desk in your office to find one letter! This tip saves
significant amounts of time, and is particularly useful when a client
phones up unexpectedly!

 Review unbilled outlays monthly. Thus reminding you to send
interim bills on files with outlays owing, and enable you to transfer
money from trust or to recover the money sooner from your client

 Review unbilled fees at least monthly. This will alert you if
someone forgot to bill a matter; if fees on files are above budget or
if staff are spending your precious time on a file that might not be
recoverable
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 Review staff time recording every week. Time not recorded has
a better chance of being rescued if caught sooner!

 Review staff performance to target billings at least monthly.
The sooner you set an underperformer back on track the better.

 Review debtors weekly and chase up slow payers. This assists
you to recover costs sooner. Remember you are NOT a bank!

 Develop an annual firm budget and review performance
monthly. Planning sets expectations. It is only when you review
performance against the plan you can truly reward the star
performers and see where you are losing money.
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Strategy # 5
Review Outdated Software & Technology
This is the KEY AREA where the Cost of Interruption is
at its highest.
With over 20 years’ experience in the area of legal applications and installation of practice management
systems into countless law firms, I am one of the country’s leading experts in this field.
As a consequence, I have a unique understanding of the advantages and shortfalls of all the common
software products on the market.
You may be totally unaware your clients and business are at serious risk because your current system is so
many years out of date.
Even if you have the latest version of the most popular programs you may also be leaking profits due to its
inherent shortfalls in design and capability.
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Common reasons clients contact me for urgent
assistance include:
1. Their practice management software crashes or fatally corrupts resulting in
delays and costly down-time. What most practices don’t realise is this – hanging on
to their old version and existing system is a recipe for disaster. It’s really not a
matter of if, but when, a major issue will occur.
The Cost of Interruption
for system crashes is potentially tens of thousands of dollars or more in lost down
time, plus additional time to recover and input lost data.

2. Hard Disk Failures on systems not properly backed-up, resulting in data loss and
security breaches because the backups were not done or have never been tested.
For example: It is my experience that users of PCLaw Version 9 or older are at
greater risk than most. Version 8 was released in 2006, making it over 10 years old!
Hanging onto out of date systems is a recipe for disaster. It’s really not a matter of
if, but when a major issue will occur.
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3. Lack of Access to Support:
Inability to contact their software help desk for urgent assistance. If my clients
encounter a problem, registering a help ticket or sending a message online often
results in a waiting time for assistance for hours or in some cases up to 24hrs.
This is frustrating as well as time wasting and largely due to time zone differences or
offshore support, virtual helpdesks and poor customer service.
Due to this disruptive and ultimately costly exercise, I frequently receive urgent phone
calls for solutions from my frustrated clients who cannot complete their work.
Most often it is a relatively minor issue that only requires a simple fix to resolve, but
the resulting down-time due to delays can be an expensive consequence.
The Cost of Interruption is alleviated if your software support is at hand in real time,
preferably in Australia during business hours.
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Myths Related to Changing Software Systems:
There are quite a few misconceptions about upgrading to a new improved software
system:

• Myth #1 More expensive – the latest technology can actually avoid costly
problems and could even be less expensive than your current system.
• Myth #2 Time loss and hassle of changing – this can be kept to an absolute
minimum if using an experienced expert.
• Myth #3 Expensive equipment outlays – often a false economy and far less than
imagined.
The most common reasons for hanging onto existed outdated systems is lack of
knowledge about alternatives. It’s important to do your research - even the current
versions of widely used software do not offer the advanced efficiency of the newest
software on the market.
Unfortunately:

The Cost of Interruption and therefore wasted time is a built in
disadvantage of most existing platforms.
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Cost of Interruption Culprits:
Here is a list of the most common “COI Culprits” related to practice management
software for you to compare. Remember to consult your administration staff to uncover
the issues they face repeatedly with common daily tasks!
The more common the task, the greater the time lost in any given business year.









Expense inputting errors due to confusing screen formatting and design
Time / fee recording errors
Expense recording omissions and errors
Multiple screens for simple tasks
Unreliable back-up and security issues
Down time due to system repeatedly requiring re-starts
Re-work from not adhering to legislation eg Trust accounting issues identified at audit time
Complications by not adhering to required protocols eg Complications caused by a new
lawyer forgetting to send an engagement letter
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Ongoing Tips & Strategies

For more tips, strategies and ideas as well as all the latest business news
be sure to check your inbox for your regular newsletter

“ The Wise Owl Says….”
The Wise Owl and I will keep you up to date with everything you need for
greater profitability and efficiency for your law business.

To receive the latest issue click here.
Our newsletter is the industry leader for forward thinking law business
owners committed to innovation, expansion and future growth.
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Who is Wise Owl Legal?
Karen McDonald
Business Analyst, Legal Practice Consultant, Accountant, Tax Agent
Founder and Director of Cascade Consulting Services Pty Ltd, celebrating 20 years in business in 2017.
Qualifications: BBus(Accy) Cert IV Training & Assessment
Memberships: Associate Member Qld Law Society; Australian Computer Society CPA;
Fellow IPA; Tax Agent

Chris Herrmann
Founder & Director of Far Edge Technology North Sydney
20 years experience in providing exceptional IT solutions for small and large organisations.
This includes extensive experience in management, business consultancy, systems development and managing
projects.
Qualifications: B.Com, Mgmt, IT and Industrial Relations
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Bio Karen McDonald
Karen McDonald is a Qualified Accountant and Australia’s leading expert in legal practice management software. She is a Fellow of
the Institute of Public Accountants; a CPA with CPA Australia; an Associate with the Australian Computer Society, and an Associate
Member of the Queensland Law Society. She is also a registered Tax Agent.

In 2014 Karen realised the highlight of her career - after teaming with Far Edge Technology of Sydney for programming of her
vision. It was with pride and satisfaction that she introduced Wise Owl Legal Practice Management Software to the legal
community.
Wise Owl Legal is the culmination of years of reviewing, analysing and troubleshooting the legal software market for her clients.
She has now produced a product that provides the missing “dream” components she had identified over the years and the result is
better than her wildest dreams imagined.
Karen continues to use her extensive experience in the legal space to provide ongoing support, advice and business solutions to
law firms across Australia.
Karen has a diverse background with experience in Public Accounting, Small Business, Commercial Accounting and Government.
Karen’s passion is Software and Process Automation. If there is an efficiency to be found by using a computer, Karen will find it.
The many achievements of Karen’s career include managing a team of programmers to solve the University of New England’s GST
issues; managing the Finance System for Maroochy Shire Council for over 250 users; and bringing several failing accounting
software implementations back on track and steering them to success.
Karen has been involved with the legal market in some form or other for most of her career. From 1998 to 2009 she took on the
legal practice management product PC Law. Until Lexis Nexis purchased the product in 2007, she was PC Law’s sole agent
responsible for sales, implementation, training, and support across Queensland.
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Wise Owl Legal
Practice Management Software for the Wise Lawyer
Contact details
e: thewiseowl@wiseowllegal.com.au
w: www.wiseowllegal.com.au
t: 1800 199 682
1/69 Secam Street, Mansfield Qld 4122
Suite 901, Level 9,121 Walker Street, North Sydney NSW 2060
PO Box 2557 Mansfield BC Qld 4122
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